
Four critical areas of improvement to focus 
on when undertaking change

The Leader’s Guide to  
Improving Agility in Product Development



The unprecedented global challenges of the past year have forced 
companies to reassess virtually every aspect of their organization. For 
product development firms, these challenges have included a shift to 
remote work by their employees, travel restrictions that have limited 
face to face interaction with suppliers and manufacturers, and the higher 
expectations of customers. To address this new reality, firms are seeking 
ways to streamline and optimize processes. In order to improve agility 
and their ability to adapt to unexpected change, leaders realize they must 
break down data silos and update legacy technology. They are turning to 
digital and cloud solutions to accelerate time to market. 

To reduce delays and improve agility, product firms are starting by  
re-examining their file-based CAD product development software. 
Introduced over two decades ago, file-based CAD follows the outdated 
norms of serial workflows and siloed data that slows down virtually every 
facet of design, development, and manufacturing. In addition, firms have 
come to realize they are spending significant time and money on hardware 
maintenance and annual software upgrades. Many firms are reaching the 
conclusion that file-based CAD inhibits creativity, limits collaboration, and 
slows down the development process. As firms examine each critical step 
in the product lifecycle they are looking to address the following areas.



At a time when remote work has become accepted as a routine part of business, 
the office-centric workstations of file-based CAD are causing significant friction. 
Firms are realizing that their designers and engineers are seeking the freedom 
and flexibility to work from any location.  In addition, Millennial and Generation Z 
users often see the flexibility of remote work as a requirement.

Unfortunately, file-based CAD, with its on-premise workstations and 
servers, was simply not designed for remote work. While some firms can 
find work-arounds with elaborate worker VPN systems, the fact is that 
file-based CAD is an outdated throwback to an earlier time that hurts 
productivity today and may reduce the ability of firms to recruit and retain 
the best talent in years ahead. 

In a finding that should concern all executives, the 2021 State of Product 
Development and Hardware Design from Onshape found that engineers
rated their employers’ 
flexibility in enabling 
them to work remotely 
almost 10% points lower 
than  executives.

Improving Data Access: 
An additional area of 
concern for employers 
is seen in the fact that 
engineers rated their 
firms 17% points lower 
than did executives in 
their firm’s ability to make 
data less siloed and more 
available throughout the 
design process. 

Challenge:  
Lack of Remote Access/Flexibility for Employees

Enabling team members to collaborate
even when remote 63%

Seamless access to design documents 
regardless of location 58%

Ability for design team to more easily 
discover new information on their own 41%

Secure, convenient design document
sharing with external partners 37%

Other 8%

Given the lessons learned from the COVID-19 pandemic, which of  
the following are MORE of a priority to you now? (Select all that apply)

Q:

Product Development Capabilities Which Are 
Now More of a Priority Due to the Pandemic The ability for the team to work remotely  

from any location and remain productive

67%

57%
64%

Executives

GAP-10%

Engineers

Managers

Making design data less siloed and more 
available throughout the design process

64%

47%
43%

-17% GAP

Engineers

Managers

Executives

Base: 690 respondents.



Freedom: With cloud product development, designers 
and engineers have the freedom and flexibility to work 
from any location and any device. 

Productivity: With the ability to work whenever 
inspiration strikes, and without the limitations of an 
office environment, employees can stay productive 
and deliver their best design work.   

Talent: As firms look to recruit and retain the brightest 
Millennial and Generation Z talent they are increasingly 
recognizing the preference of younger workers for 
greater flexibility to work where they prefer. 

Solution:  
Anywhere, Anytime Access

In contrast to the restrictive, on-premise workstation 
of file-based CAD, cloud-native product development 
lets users access their design documents from 
anywhere and on any web-based device.  



Pre-Internet: Launched in the days before the internet, file-based CAD was 
developed in a way more akin to old-fashioned “pen and paper” drafting table 
design than modern CAD design.  

Workstation: Unlike modern cloud-based apps available on handheld 
devices and from any location, file-based CAD software requires users to sit 
at dedicated on-premise workstations - essentially isolated islands. 

Version Control Errors:  Because file-based CAD doesn’t give users an 
efficient way to share design files, users waste time making copies of their 
design file, attaching notes and emailing it off to multiple stakeholders. 
This process results in outdated design copies 
floating around, inevitably leading 
to version control errors and 
mistakes. 

In today’s fast-paced development world, good communication and 
collaboration between designers and engineers is essential.  The recently 
conducted State of Product Development and Hardware Design 2021 survey 
report found that today, enabling team members to collaborate even when 
remote is the top priority post pandemic.

Unfortunately, legacy technology file-based CAD was never designed with 
collaboration in mind. In fact, in many ways file-based CAD prevents collaboration 
between engineers and with company and external stakeholders.

Challenge: Collaboration

Enabling team members to collaborate
even when remote 63%

Seamless access to design documents 
regardless of location 58%

Ability for design team to more easily 
discover new information on their own 41%

Secure, convenient design document
sharing with external partners 37%

Other 8%

Given the lessons learned from the COVID-19 pandemic, which of  
the following are MORE of a priority to you now? (Select all that apply)

Q:

Product Development Capabilities Which Are 
Now More of a Priority Due to the Pandemic

Base: 690 respondents.



In contrast to file-based CAD, cloud-native product 
development solutions like Onshape let users quickly 
and easily collaborate with others in real time as if 
they were in the same room together. 

Collaboration: With the cloud, designers and 
engineers can simultaneously view the exact 
same design document, make edits, and work 
collaboratively,  even when physically located 
thousands of miles apart.

Single Source of Truth: Only the cloud enables a 
“single source of truth.” All edits are captured in 
real time, there are never multiple copies to worry 
about and there is always an historical audit trail.   

Faster Development: Because teams can work 
together - rather than asynchronously, design and 
development can occur faster - accelerating time 
to market.

Solution:  
Seamless Collaboration



Version Control: Having to copy a file to share it opens up significant opportunities for confusion. 
Multiple copies, serial editing and the time-consuming “back and forth” of file-based CAD slows down 
development. 

Internal Review: With file-based CAD sharing documents with anyone without a workstation is 
cumbersome and time consuming. Emails languish in inboxes and stakeholders miss deadlines.

Manufacturing Errors:  Version-control errors from the file-based CAD process can produce enormous 
and costly errors.  It is frighteningly common for manufacturers to accidentally use the wrong design to 
cut tooling and manufacture the wrong design. The result - huge expenses in raw materials lost, wasted 
time, and missed deadlines.

A recent survey of designers and engineers 
in the Onshape 2021 State of Product 
Development and Hardware Design found 
that over 4 out of 5 (80+%) of file-based 
CAD users are wasting significant time 
simply locating and accessing the correct 
design file.

Importance of Reducing Wasted Time

Response: “Very” or “Somewhat important”

Accessing the correct design data

Unproductive meetings

Locating the correct design data

85%

83%

73%

71%

71%

Work lost due to crashes and data loss

Technology maintenance

How important is it to reduce time related 
to each of the following activities?

Base: 776-787 respondents.

Challenge: Access to Data



Cloud-native product development solutions eliminate the problems of version 
control and the delays of add-on PDM systems. The cloud enables design 
document owners and key stakeholders to remain aligned at all times around 
a single design document. It is a “single source of truth”  for all participants.

Improved Design: In the design process, any edits made are immediately 
visible to all stakeholders. By eliminating the sequential back and forth 
of asynchronous communication, the cloud keeps everyone aligned and 
moving forward. 

Faster Reviews: In the review process, extended team members in 
manufacturing, operations and sales can open the design document with 
one click on a web link. No special software is required, and comments can 
be made in the design without lengthy email descriptions clarifying “where 
and what” changes need to be made.

Mobile: The cloud lets users review and approve design documents from 
their mobile device. Users can make quick edits, or approve and release 
time-sensitive designs whether at the airport or the sideline of a child’s 
soccer game.  With the cloud there is no need to travel back into the office. 

Peace of mind: With the improved agility and reduced friction of the cloud, 
teams now have better peace of mind. Product managers can rest easy 
knowing that they have not inadvertently released the wrong design by 
accident to production.

Solution:  
A Single Source of Truth



Email/Thumbdrives: The file-based CAD practice of sending around copies 
of design files to collaborate often results in multiple copies of critical 
designs floating around - leaving organizations open to mislaid or even 
mis-appropriated intellectual property.  WIth these design copies, there is 
no digital accountability and no tracking of design files.  Any file can be re-
forwarded to anyone at any time.

Contractors: As many firms increase their use of outside contractors, they 
are putting design files into the hands of workers who may or may not be 
bound by the same legal and IP contract terms as full-time employees.  This 
arms-length relationship could have disastrous consequences with these 
workers or disgruntled employees.

Manufacturers: Manufacturing partners are increasingly distributed 
throughout the globe. In many instances respect for the rule of law and 
intellectual property varies widely from country to country and culture to 
culture.  File-based CAD imposes no limitations on whether a design file can 
be forwarded, printed or shared.  There is no readily accessible record of 
these actions to the document owner.

When it comes to business agility, ensuring that design documents and 
intellectual property (IP) is secure is just as critical as speed to market. 
Unfortunately, the cumbersome ad-hoc practices for sharing design documents 
with file-based CAD also can result in challenges to keeping design data secure. 

Challenge: Security



Cloud-native product development improves document 
security in a number of ways.  

Single Document: The cloud is a single-source of truth 
that ensures that multiple copies of a design document are 
not sent around, scattershot, to approved and unapproved 
users. At the core, the single source of truth of the cloud 
enables users to track the life of a design document and 
control who has access at all times. 

Permission-based Access: Permission-based access 
enables the design document owner to specify exactly who 
has access and for how long.  Once a contract designer or 
a manufacturing partner has finished their portion of the 
assignment their access can be quickly and easily revoked 
- ensuring design documents remain secure.

Tracking: Built-in analytics in onshape enable the design 
document owner to understand who is accessing their 
document and when it occurred.  There is a digital tracking 
of every open and every download.

Solution:  
Secure, Permission-based Access



Conclusion

Today, the cloud provides the opportunity to streamline and optimize 
product development to a more agile, nimble development process.  
With the cloud, designers and engineers can ensure access, improve collaboration, 
and streamline review and approval processes to accelerate time to market.  

With the cloud, leading firms are eliminating the slow, serial development 
processes of file-based CAD and replacing it with faster, more efficient 
development processes that reduce delays and enable firms to delight 
their customers with responsive, rapid service.  

Faced with the Black Swan event of a global pandemic, many firms have realized 
that file-based CAD, and a serial design methodology not only is slowing down their 
product development today, but also may threaten their very survival in the future.  
These firms realize that changing their design processes to become more agile 
and cloud-based is an absolute necessity.



Sign up for a free Onshape Professional Trial 
and experience the benefits of cloud-native 
product design today!

GET A DEMOGET STARTED
Onshape is a PTC Business.

Onshape.com

Onshape’s agile product development platform enables 
design teams to fearlessly innovate while accelerating 
time-to-market. Only Onshape integrates CAD, 
PDM, and analytics in a single platform, 
eliminating design inefficiencies while 
reducing the overall cost of development. 

With advanced collaboration and anywhere, 
anytime access, Onshape empowers internal 
and external teams to work together more 
efficiently, developing quality products that 
delight customers and drive business growth.

https://www.onshape.com/lp/3d-cad-free-trial-ebook?utm_content=collaboration-ebook-cta&utm_campaign=2021Q3_Mktg_ContSynd_CollaborationeBook_EN_eBookCTA
https://www.onshape.com/lp/3d-cad-free-trial-ebook?utm_content=collaboration-ebook-cta&utm_campaign=2021Q3_Mktg_ContSynd_CollaborationeBook_EN_eBookCTA
https://www.onshape.com/lp/3d-cad-demo-ad?utm_campaign=2019Q4-eBook-LeadersGuidetoPDM
https://www.onshape.com/lp/3d-cad-free-trial-ebook?utm_content=collaboration-ebook-cta&utm_campaign=2021Q3_Mktg_ContSynd_CollaborationeBook_EN_eBookCTA
https://www.onshape.com/lp/3d-cad-free-trial-ebook?utm_content=collaboration-ebook-cta&utm_campaign=2021Q3_Mktg_ContSynd_CollaborationeBook_EN_eBookCTA
https://www.ptc.com
https://www.onshape.com/en/

